Patients with Parkinsons Disease (PD) frequently exhibit deficits in the production of emotional speech. In this paper, we examine the classification of emotional speech in patients with PD and the classification of PD speech. Participants were recorded speaking short statements with different emotional prosody which were classified with three methods (naïve Bayes, random forests, and support vector machines) using 209 unique auditory features. Feature sets were reduced using simple statistical testing. We achieve accuracies of 65.5% and 73.33% on classifying between the emotions and between PD vs. control, respectively. These results may assist in the future development of automated early detection systems for diagnosing patients with PD.
INTRODUCTION
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a sporadic neurodegenerative disease which primarily affects individuals of advanced age [1] . Its cardinal symptoms include akinesia (inability to initiate movement), tremor, rigidity, and postural imbalance [2, 3] . It is the most common neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer's disease [2] . In North America alone, there are approximately 1 million individuals with this disease [4] and there is currently no cure.
Early diagnosis of PD is critical to its treatment, which focuses on controlling symptoms and improving quality of life [2] . Unfortunately, diagnosing PD is challenging; current diagnosis methods are based on a patient's clinical history and through physical examination as there are currently no known biomarkers for diagnostic tests [1] . Appropriate management of PD requires regular monitoring of patients by a specialist, which can represent a significant burden on the health care system and on individuals themselves [2] .
There has been increasing interest in creating tools that would improve the accuracy of PD diagnosis, support ongoing screening and monitoring, and allow for more rapid interventions [3] . One approach is to develop sophisticated speech analysis techniques to identify acoustic markers of the disease [5, 3, 2, 6, 5, 7] . Indeed, one of the earliest signs of PD consists of speech that may be softer, less distinct and with limited prosody (rhythm, stress, and intonation) [8] .
The communication of emotion is an essential part of daily life. In PD, this capacity is often muted; patients exhibit deficits in the ability to produce and to respond to emotional tone of voice, facial expressions, and expressive body movements [9, 10, 11] . Patients with PD are often present with dysarthria, which is characterized by monotony of pitch and loudness, reduced stress, variable rate, imprecise consonants, and a breathy and harsh voice, all of which affect a patients ability to produce an emotional tone of voice [12] .
Related work
Little et al. [13] classified between healthy adults and people with PD using a dataset of sustained phonations in which each of 31 speakers produce a single vowel at a constant pitch. They extracted various acoustic features and reported accuracies as high as 91%, although they provided very limited description of their method beyond the use of support vector machines (SVMs). Tsanas et al. [3] extended that work and performed feature selection on 132 acoustic features using 10-fold cross-validation with 100 repetitions. While they obtained similar accuracy, their method can apparently train the classifier using data from the same speakers used in classification. In practice, new subjects could not have been enrolled in training without first obtaining a diagnosis, so leaveone-out classification might have been more appropriate.
Previous work has not classified emotional speech in people with PD. In emotion detection, Forsell [14] showed that anger, despondency, and the level of emotional intensity can be determined from various acoustic features, such as the syllable rate, the mean of the pitch, and the first three formants.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Five PD patients (mean age = 64.3, SD = 10.5, range = 24) and seven healthy age-matched adults (mean age = 62.6, SD = 7.4, range = 18) were recruited in Toronto. PD subjects had been diagnosed with idiopathic PD, were in Hoehn-and-Yahr stage 2, 2.5, or 3, had mild-to-no cognitive impairment, and mild-to-no clinical depression. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing.
Cognitive functioning of PD patients was assessed with the Montreal Cognitive Assessment [15] (M = 27.0, SD = 1.7), where a score of ≥ 26 (out of 30) indicates no cognitive impairment. These results were in line with typical scoring for PD patients in Hoehn and Yahr stages 2 through 4 [16] . Emotional status of PD patients was assessed with the Beck Depression Inventory [17] (M = 7.8, SD = 5.2), where a score of ≤ 16 is considered mild to no mood impairment.
All PD patients were currently taking part in a novel 13-week singing therapy designed to retrain deficits in facial motor function and vocal expressiveness [18] . The therapy uses an imitative facial and vocal mimicry paradigm, which focuses on the identification and reproduction of strong emotional displays, to retrain damaged motor and neural function.
Data collection
Participants were recorded individually using an Isomax EarSet E60P5L microphone. Participants were presented a randomly permuted set of 50 pre-recorded prompts consisting of emotional sentences spoken by a professional actress. The semantic content of each statement did not necessarily match its emotional prosody. For instance, the prompt "I've been crying all day" could be spoken in a happy tone. Prompts consisted of ten unique statements, each produced with one of the five prosodic emotions: anger, happy, sad, neutral, and fear. For each prompt, participants were told the prosodic emotion and instructed to repeat the prompt with that emotion, regardless of the prompt's semantic content. Recording sessions lasted approximately 25 minutes each.
Acoustic features
As in previous work [19] , we measure pause-to-word ratio (i.e., the ratio of non-silent segments to silent segments longer than 150 ms), mean fundamental frequency (F0) and variance, total duration of speech, long and short pause counts (> 0.4 ms and > 0.15 ms, respectively) [20] , mean pause duration, and phonation rate (the amount of the recording spent in voiced speech) [21] . We also include the mean and variance for the first 3 formants (F 1, F 2, F 3), mean instantaneous power, mean and maximum first autocorrelation function, skewness, kurtosis, zero-crossing rate, and mean recurrence period density entropy (a method for measuring the periodicity of a signal, which has been applied to pathological speech generally [22] ). Additionally, jitter [23] and shimmer are computed as:
where P 0 (k) is the pitch period length (1/F 0) at time k in a sequence x with N observations, and x[k] is third-order median filtered. To this we also add the kurtosis and skewness of the 12 th -order autocorrelation linear predictive coding analysis of the signal, as well as the energy in the residual of this analysis (sometimes called the 'gain' of the filter). We also compute the variance, mean, kurtosis, and skewness for each of the 42 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, as well as the kurtosis and skewness of the means (i.e., instantaneous, δ, and δδ of each of the 13 first coefficients (0 th included) and log energy) taken over the entire utterance.
Aperiodicity and bradykinesia (slowed articulation) of speech are a core symptom of Parkinson's disease [24] . Therefore, our final subset of features involve recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) of the cross recurrence of each utterance. Specifically, for 3 rd -order RQA with delay 2, neighbourhood 0.5, we compute the mean recurrence rate, determinism, {mean, maximal, and entropy of} diagonal line length, laminarity, trapping time, maximal vertical line length, recurrence time of 1 st and 2 nd types, clustering coefficient, and transitivity over windows of length 1000 samples (with a 500-sample window shift). 
Feature selection
Due to the high dimensionality (d = 209) of the feature space, we perform feature selection to reduce overfitting. For the PD vs. control classification task, we perform a t-test for each feature across the two groups. We then rank the features by p-value we use the n features with the lowest p-values. This can reveal discriminating features between the two groups [19] . For classifying between the five emotions, we perform an ANOVA test for every feature, where the factor is the emotion. As before, we rank the features by p-value and we use the n features with the lowest p-value, as in [25] . In both methods, n ∈ {10, 20, 40, . . . , 200, 209}. Table 1 shows the 10 most discriminating features for each task.
Classification methods
We conduct four classification experiments, namely:
1. Leave-one-out, emotion. We test an emotion classifier with each speaker, trained with data from all others.
2. Leave-one-out, emotion, within group. Same as above, except training is done only on other speakers from the same group (PD or control) as the test subject.
3. Speaker-dependent, emotion. Each classifier is trained and tested with each speaker individually, using 10-fold cross-validation.
4. Leave-one-out, diagnostic. Same as 1., except classifiers are trained to differentiate PD from control.
We test three classifiers: naïve Bayes (NB), SVM, and random forests (RF). NB models the probability of the class label given the features. It makes the simplifying assumption that the features are conditionally independent, given the class label. The SVM is a maximum-margin classifier capable of learning non-linear decision boundaries using a kernel function. RFs are ensemble classifiers consisting of multiple decision trees whose parameters are randomized; the output is the mode of the predictions of those trees.
To provide a baseline, utterances were independently classified by two speech-language pathologists (SLPs). For each of the 600 utterances, SLPs identified both the participant group (PD or control) and the speaker's intended emotion (happy, angry, sad, fear, and neutral). Both SLPs had extensive training (> 12 months) and experience in working with individuals with PD, especially in outpatient/community settings.
RESULTS
The SLPs correctly identified PD (or its absence) 70.7% and 73.7% of the time from the voice alone, which is not significantly different from the best automated methods (73.3% on average), as shown in Figure 1 .
The results for emotion classification are summarized in Figure 2 across classifiers and training methods. In general, the SVM outperforms the other classifiers, and these differences are always significant (e.g., a paired t (22) and controls), the SVM correctly identifies the spoken emotion 60% of the time, on average, among PD test subjects and of 69% of the time among controls. By comparison, human annotators are only accurate 39.4% of the time among PD test subjects (and 53.7% of the time among controls). An ANOVA across the different emotion classification experiments reveals that both the identity of the speaker and the classifier contribute significantly to the variance in accuracy (p < 0.0001).
The averages (over SLPs) of the confusion matrices for classifying emotion among control and PD test subjects are shown in Table 2 , along with the equivalent matrices from the most accurate SVM trained with leave-one-out among both PD and control subjects. While confusion matrices do not vary significantly between SLPs, there are clear differences between human and automated performance, especially among PD test subjects. Interestingly, although each of the five emotions occur in equal measure, SLPs were hesitant to label speech as happy (10% among controls, 6% among PD) and were significantly more likely to label PD speech as 'neutral' (30.2% of cases) compared with control speech (13.4%), which fits with the etiology of the disorder. 
DISCUSSION
This paper presents the first automatic classification of emotions in the voice of patients with PD. For this task, and for identifying the presence of PD from the voice, MFCC features are important discriminators, as shown in Table 1 , supporting similar previous work [3] . Even so, the number of features appears to have a much smaller effect on the classification accuracy than the classifier used.
Using the experimentation methodology in Tsanas et al. [3] , where the classifier was trained on the speaker's own data, we are able to achieve much higher accuracies for both emotion classification (73.55%) and the PD vs. control task (83.78%). This approach would not be tenable in practice, however, since labeled data would not be available for previously unseen subjects.
Wilting et al. [26] conducted an experiment in which real emotions were induced from one group while another group was instructed to actively portray emotions. That work showed that acted emotions were perceived more strongly than natural emotions by human annotators. Since software tools to support therapy would ideally use imitated emotion rather than real emotion in the training of expressive speech, this type of data is appropriate.
We are continuing to record additional subjects within a 13-week therapy based on singing. In the future, we will examine the effects of that therapy on the ability of PD patients to effectively express their emotions. We will also incorporate visual features based on simultaneous 3D video recordings of the face during speech and we plan on correlating our results with independent medical assessments on the progress of the disease.
